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T1V Partners with Momentum Group to Deliver Innovative
Collaboration Solutions for Corporate and Higher Education
Markets in the Rocky Mountain Region
T1V and Momentum Group have joined forces to deliver T1V visual collaboration and active
learning software solutions for integration partners in the Rocky Mountain territory. The two
companies will be focused on representing ThinkHub BYOD collaboration and ThinkHub Connect
active learning technology in the marketplace.
T1V announces a new partnership with Momentum Group, a manufacturer’s representative group based
in Denver, Colorado, to represent its ThinkHub BYOD and ThinkHub Connect active learning technology.
Momentum Group will represent T1V software solutions in New Mexico, Utah, Colorado, Wyoming,
Montana, Idaho, and Texas.
“Momentum Group’s experience in the Rocky Mountain region is unrivaled, while the team understands
the value that ThinkHub can bring to companies who are looking for innovative collaboration solutions in
their meeting environments…” says Adam Loritsch, T1V EVP of Sales and Marketing. He continues,
“...Momentum’s expertise in premium technology, matched with its numerous industry affiliations, provide
a strong foundation to grow T1V’s presence in the Rocky Mountain region.”
T1V’s ThinkHub collaboration software consolidates the moving pieces of teamwork. Utilizing a large
interactive canvas, ThinkHub serves as a meeting room hub for devices, applications, people, ideas, and
content. Whether teams are using the room for presentations, brainstorming sessions, strategic meetings,
or general purpose meetings - ThinkHub serves a range of collaboration needs while providing
unmatched flexibility to the end user through it’s add-on modules like Videoconferencing, MultiSite, and
xCanvas, among others.
Dan Keller, Vice President Commercial Division at Momentum Group, contributes, “As a leading visual
collaboration supplier with a wide range of applications in the enterprise and education markets, T1V is a
perfect fit for Momentum’s Commercial line card and our 924 Showroom.” He continues, “We are looking
forward to great success together in 2019 and beyond.”
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ThinkHub is Built for BYOD™ (bring your own device) to support the many devices, programs, and
platforms of today’s meeting environments - so teams can continue to leverage the programs they are
already using to manage team workflows and conduct group meetings. What’s more, ThinkHub’s ongoing
feature roll-out ensures the solution continues to grow and evolve with teams in the field after deployment.
To see T1V technology in action, visit Momentum Group’s 924 space in Denver, Colorado for a live
demonstration.
About T1V
T1V is a visual collaboration company specializing in multitouch, multiuser software for enterprise and
education markets. The company’s collaboration platform includes ThinkHub® multitouch collaboration,
ViewHub™ wireless presentation, and AirConnect™ mobile app - all working cohesively to support a
seamless, intuitive user experience for both in-room and remote participants. T1V’s suite of collaboration
software represents total meeting room solutions that replace much of the hardware we equate meeting
room technology with today.
T1V ThinkHub Connect™ active learning technology is designed to support a variety of teaching and
learning styles, from traditional lecture to team problem-solving and group-based work. The solution also
supports collaboration between students located at off-site locations and allows easy content sharing
between remote locations.
All T1V solutions are Built for BYOD™ (bring your own device) to support the many devices, programs,
and platforms of today’s meeting and learning environments. T1V is a leading innovator in large-scale,
interactive software technology, with four issued patents and two patents allowed in multitouch, multiuser
software.
To learn more, visit t1v.com.
About Momentum Group
Momentum Group is a nationally recognized multi-manufacturer representative firm specializing in audio,
video, control, lighting, and shades. The company is dedicated to both the Residential and Commercial
integrator channels in the Rocky Mountain territory.
Technology in the custom install channel changes fast; Momentum Group understands & embraces that
change. The organization meets these challenges with expertise in technical sales training, product
merchandising, customer service & sales achievement.
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Momentum Group provides industry acclaimed representation for manufacturers and unparalleled support
to their dealer partners. Momentum Group exceeds the expectations of every entity with which they do
business.
For more information, visit momentumreps.com.
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